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Abstract - The paper explored numerous examinations over human knowledge and artificial intelligence, their 

similarities and differences. Paper includes a brief study about introduction of human intelligence and artificial 

intelligence. The principle objective of the paper is to discuss about HI (Human Intelligence) and AI (Artificial 

Intelligence) and finish up to find the better out of them. 
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I. Introduction 
 

1.1 Human Intelligence 
 

       Human intelligence is something natural, nothing is artificial in it. Intelligence is 

something differently perceived and contrastingly obtained. Human intelligence is something 

related to the adaption of various other cognitive processes in order to have specific 

environment. Because of which subjective registering has developed as a hot region of research 

nowadays. In human knowledge, "insight "assumes a fundamental part since insight is with them 

all it's have to think and make a well ordered arrangement for playing out specific assignments. 

It's a characteristic gift that is with people since their introduction to the world and nobody can 

supplant it aside from GOD [1] 

 

1.2 Artificial Intelligence 
 

     Computerized reasoning is intended to include human like characteristics in machines, e.g. 

robots are its most widely recognized case. Counterfeit consciousness real capacity is to 

influence the robots to copy to or act like individuals. To put it plainly, we can state that it's 
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fundamentally attempting to make robots a decent of copier of people. Specialists are unequaled 

occupied in making up a mind that can carry on like a human personality; they are placing 

endeavors in doing this undertaking now days. Like PCs they are introducing a hard plate in 

robots with the goal that they can retain things and can act like people at particular 

circumstances. 

 

     Feeble AI is the reasoning centered towards the improvement of innovation skilled with 

completing pre-arranged moves in view of a few guidelines and applying these to accomplish a 

specific development or objective. Solid AI is raising innovation that can think and capacity 

same as like people, not simply emulating human conduct in a specific zone [1] 

 

 

II. Human Intelligence and Artificial Intelligence Technology 
 

 

2.1 BCI (Brain Computer Interference) 
 

      Scientists have utilized these innovations to assemble cerebrum PC interfaces (BCIs), 

correspondence frameworks that don't rely upon the mind's ordinary yield pathways of fringe 

nerves and muscles. 

 

      In these frameworks, clients expressly control their mind action as opposed to utilizing 

engine developments to deliver signals that can be utilized to control PCs or specialized 

gadgets. Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) specialists investigate conceivable outcomes that 

enable PCs to use however many tangible channels as could be expected under the 

circumstances. Also, specialists have begun to consider verifiable types of information, that is, 

input that isn't expressly performed to guide a PC to accomplish something. 

 

 

III. Comparisons 
 

 

3.1 Similarities between HI and AI 
 

    Both are utilized for capacity and handling of data and execute errands. 

 

    Both assume a critical part in the public eye both assume an essential part in the public 

arena. 

  

      Both work with electrical flags in PC mediate utilize the paired framework and the human 

cerebrum through neuron to neuron.[2] 

 

3.2 Differences between HI and AI 
 

   Brains are simple, PCs are advanced. 

 

   The mind utilizes content-addressable memory. 

 

  The mind is an enormously parallel machine; PCs are particular and serial. 

  

  Processing velocity isn't settled in the mind; there is no framework clock. 

 

    Short-term memory isn't care for RAM. 
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  No equipment/programming qualification can be made regarding the cerebrum or 

psyche. 

 

   Synapses are significantly more unpredictable than electrical rationale entryways. 

 

Unlike PCs, handling and memory are performed by similar segments in the mind. 

 

    The mind is a self-sorting out framework. 

 

Brains have bodies. 

 

       PCs can just take after guidelines and examples made by a software engineer, while the 

cerebrum acts openly utilizing thinking and good judgment. 

 

The PC is developing each day as the mind; in spite of the fact that it is conceivable to 

advance for all intents and purposes has not changed by any stretch of the imagination. 

 

It is unthinkable for the mind to work without feelings while PCs just act under the 

rationale. 

 

A PC can't do any handling when it is sleeping not at all like the human mind. 

 

 

IV. Uses of Artificial Intelligence in the society 
 

 

          Artificial intelligence, characterized as insight showed by machines, has numerous 

applications in the present society. AI has been utilized to create and propel various fields and 

enterprises, including Security, back, human services, instruction, transportation, and so on. 

 

Security: 

 

        Security organizations provided for the framework layer in SDN joins stream control, 

motorized security organization decoupling framework control and data sending limit, package 

directing, identity affirmation, and security protection. The system control is empowered by SDN 

to perform irregularity recognition in investigating new dangers with OpenFlow convention. 

Gadgets with OpenFlow convention have arrange layer security protection control system to 

guarantee that data is secure and protection is guaranteed, this is finished by checking system 

action and identifying suspicious conduct in the system. [3] 

 

Google’s AI-Powered Predictions: 

 

         Utilizing anonymized area information from cell phones, Google (Maps) can dissect the 

speed of development of activity at any given time. Also, with its obtaining of crowdsourced 

activity application Waze in 2013, Maps would more be able to effectively join client revealed 

movement episodes like development and mishaps. 
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       Access to huge measures of information being nourished to its restrictive calculations 

implies Maps can lessen drives by proposing the quickest courses to and from work. [4] 

 

Finance: 

 

      Banks utilizes counterfeit consciousness frameworks to sort out tasks, put resources into 

stocks, and oversee properties. In August 2001, robots beat people in a re-enacted money related 

exchanging rivalry. 

 

Medicine: 

 

       A Medical facility can utilize AI frameworks to sort out bed plans, make a staff 

revolution, and give restorative data. AI has moreover application in fields of cardiology (CRG), 

neurology (MRI), embryology (sonography), complex activities of inside organs and whatnot. 

 

Social Sites: 

 

       Facebook needs to dismember the way people talk with each other so it can add new 

features to its organizations or even normally remove unfriendly posts that may happen when a 

noticeable enormous name like Angelina Joli posts a selfie. 

 

Education: 

 

      There are a number of companies that create robots to teach subjects to children ranging 

from biology to computer science, though such tools have not become widespread yet. There 

have also been a rise of intelligent tutoring systems, or ITS, in higher education. 

 

Amazon shopping suggestions 

 

     Amazon's list is immeasurably bigger than anybody's buy history. So Amazon composed 

an impartial system that can make the most ideal suggestions notwithstanding when there's not 

really any preparation information. Since its computations require neural systems with countless 

hubs, Amazon built up an approach to spread the work over numerous processors in a solitary 

server. 

 

V. Future Aspects of AI and HI 
 

      Looking at the highlights and its wide application we may stick to manmade brainpower. 

Seeing at the improvement is AI, is it that the future world is getting to be plainly fake. 

 

      Biological knowledge is settled, on the grounds that it is an old, develop worldview, yet 

the new worldview of non-natural calculation and insight is developing exponentially. 

 

      The memory limit of the human cerebrum is likely of the request of ten thousand million 

twofold digits. However, the vast majority of this is most likely utilized as a part of recollecting 

visual impressions, and other nearly inefficient ways. 
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        Hence we can state that as human knowledge is restricted and unstable too so world now 

depend more upon PCs for smooth working [5] 
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